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A
tA GREAT deal of public rhetoric has recently been
advanced regarding our present problem of inflation.
In fact, as the various price indices moved pro-
gressively higher, inflation was elevated to the posi-
lion of “Public Enemy No. 1”. As we crossed the
bridge from single- to double-digit inflation, public
discussion of inflation intensified. Concern has been
expressed that that bridge might very well he burned
behind us unless steps~ are taken immediately to
assure a return trip to price stability.

Implicit in a decision by society to seek a lower
rate of inflation is some knowledge of the costs in-
volved. In particular, in demonstrating a willingness
to endure some temporary hardship, society decides
that the cost of allowing inflation to continue un-
checked exceeds the cost of pursuing a determined
anti-inflation policy.

For man>’ of us, these costs are not always readily
identifiable and certainly not perfectly predictable.
The purpose of this article is to discuss in general
terms, without attempting to quantify, the costs and
consequences of inflation. Prior to that discussion,
inflation is defined and an explanation is provided
of how inflationary pressures develop.

In this article inflation is defined asacontinuing
rise in the average level of prices. Although this defi-
nition may seem fairly straightforward and generally
acceptable to all, there are a few distinguishing fea-
tures which are often overlooked in its application.
Specifically, there arc three situations which do not
necessarily fit this definition:

1) price increases of individual goods;

2) a once - and - for - all increase in the average
level of prices;

3) a temporary increase in the average level of
prices.

It has been particularly popular in recent times to
focus on the price increases of individual goods and

services and conclude, on the basis of that evidence,
that inflation is running rampant. Individual prices
neither cause nor lead to inflation, as defined above.
What is missing is recognition of the fact that there
are a myriad of individual prices which constitute a
given average price level.’ At any point in time,
there are some individual prices being affected by
downward pressures, others by upward pressures. A
measure of inflation is obtained only when the changes
in all prices are considered, In essence, the price of
one commodity may increase in a given period, but
that reveals little about price changes in the whole uni-
verse of other commodities available for consumption.

A once — and — for — all jump in the average level of
prices could occur as a result of some sustained ran-
dom event, but a one - time rise does not affect the
subsequent rate of increase in the average level of
prices. Such a situation is depicted in the accompany-
ing diagram. The trend rate of inflation is indicated
in Figure 1 by the slope of the line between t. and
t,. At point t this trend is suddenly interrupted by
some random event which, for example, causes a cut-
back in the supply of commodities available for con-
sumption. The reduced supply is now consistent with
a higher pi-ice level. If the price adjustment were
instantaneous, we would immechatelv observe a higher
price level hut no change in the rate of price increase.

In the real world, however, the adjustment to the
higher puce level would not be instantaneous, hut
would probably he distributed over some time inter-
val. This is indicated by the clotted line between t,
and t~. Over this adjustment interval, the rate of
change in the price level is higher than the previous
trend rate of inflation. But, it is noted that the trend
rate is re-established after the adjustment is com-
pleted at point t

2
that is, the higher rate of change

in the price level during the adjustment period is not
a “continuing” phenomenon. Therefore, at most this

1
For a discussion of one measure of changes hi the price 1°~~1
see Denis S. Karnosky, “A Primer on the Consiuner Price
Index,” this Review (July 1971), pp. 2-7.
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situation can be referred to as a transitory bulge in
the rate of change in the price level. The jump in the
price level might be attributable to the operation of
“special factors”; it wommld not lie appropriate, how-
ever, to label this jump as an increase in the rate of
inflation.

Price is detenninecl by the interaction of supply and
demand forces. Both of these forces can be affected
by temporary events which can alter their previous
relationship. In such situations prices might change,
but since the event is considered temporary antI likely
to reverse in some later period, a label of inflation is
not consistent with the definition. For example, if the
harvest of some particular crop is-affected by un-
favorable weather conditions, the reduced supply will
be distributed among buyers by a rise in the price
of the crop. This occurs because at previously exist-
ing prices total quantity supplied falls short of total
quantity demanded. Even though this individual price
increase may affect the average price level, such a de-
velopment need not be regarded as inflationary since
by its very nature ‘it will he self-limiting, and ... does
not in itself represent any serious policy problem.”i
Either the supply of the same commodity will in-
crease again in some later period, or the productive
factors wluch are released in the production of one

2
1-Iarry C. Johnson, Essays in Monetary Economics, Zn ed.
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969), p. 10-!.

commodity will be employed to produce a new
commodity or more of other existing commodities.

TE.J ~ (

Assuming the market is permitted to function, prices
alivays and everywhere respond to the forces of de-
niand and supply. When the quantity of goods and
services demanded at prevailing prices exceeds the
available supply of goods and services, prices tend to
rise, frequently with a considerable lag; conversely,
when the supply of goods and services available for
consumption at prevailing prices exceeds the quantity
of those goods and services demanded, prices tend to
decline, also with a considerable lag.

Growth of aggregate demand for goods and services
over time is influenced by economic policy actions,
such as the growth of monetary aggregates and the
tax and expenditure actions of the Government. For
the most part, potential aggregate supply of goods
and services tends to grow at a rate independent of
stabilization policy actions. This rate of growth is
determined by’ factors such as increases in the labor
force, trends in hours worked, and advances in tech-
nology which affect productivity and efficiency.’ An
effective anti-inflation policy, therefore, would be one
in which aggregate demand is permitted to expand at
a rate consistent with the expansion in aggregate
supply.

According to the analysis presented in this article,

inflation (that is, continuing increases in the average
level of prices) is the result of excessive grosvth in
aggregate demand relative to aggregate supply. Since
it is generally recognized that the ability to influence
aggregate demand exists, why do inflationary condi-
tions develop? The search for a cause ultimately
leads one to look to the nianagement of Government
ecot iomw policies.1

Figure 1
Price Level Adjustment to a

Random Shock
Price Level
(ratio scale)

Time

‘It should be iii ted, however, that there are sit iatioiis in ~ cb
stabilization policy actions cais affect the level of output avail-
able for eonsinnption. As will be argued later, inllati01 ( a
policy—i idnced phenomenon) affects production efficiency ad-
versely, which obvioisslv affects the available supply of goods
and services.

I In a rceesit question nnd answer session arianged with the
Office of Woinens Programs of the White I lonse, Trcasiny
Secretary Willia in E. Sini on tunIc the following observations
on Covernn,ent’s coutdbistion to the current rate of price

creases; t, I SOW 1 go cern’ iel t p~iIicies include our three—
year esperilnd-nt wills wage and price controls Political
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Human nature is such that our
demands for goods and services are
insatiable; that is, we (individually
and collectively) would prefer to
consume more rather than less. The
supply of resources available for con-
sumption, hoxvever, is always less
than what we would like to consume.
Given that the quantity demanded
must exceed the quantity supplied
for inflation to occur, does this imply
that inflation is a perpetual develop-
ment buoyed by human nature? No;
one must distinguish between what
we would like to consume and what
we are able to consume. The latter ______

is determined by our wealth, or
budget, constraint.

Our constrained demand is an
important element in discussing the
development of inflationary pressures.
To he somewhat more specific than
earlier, inflation occtirs when the
amount of goods and services com-
manded (that is, the power which
economic units possess for making
purchases at current prices) persist-
ently exceeds the available supply of
goods and services, Thus, the policy-
makers’ attention should he directed
at maintaining balance between cosn-
mand over and supply of goods and
services, assuming the avoidance of
inflation is regarded seriously as an
economic goal.

A visual presentation of the de-
velopment of inflationary pressures is
displayed in Figures II and III. Fig-
ure II displays the noninflationary actions of indi-
viduals and Government, respectively. Figure III
shows the inflationary actions of the Government and
the induced price level change.

In the analysis of the Government’s contribution to
the economic climate, the following observations are

p essines Ilace lull og put a premiun I On excessive coil sul liP’
i on - - . . NIos tel ar) poi iein-s have beets t )verly stint u In tive - And

Federal hisnlget In-flc-its have bc-en spitrn n g lot flat ion s i 55cc 1 lie
early 1960s.

“In fact. to Wv wa> sit thinking, tltesi_’ oniotinnl nsone—
tary and fiscal policies have been the most fininlnn let ital causes
of present—day rampaging inflation.” [U.S., ‘ireasitry Depart_
onent, Office of Public All airs, Department of Ha’ 7neau, nj
News, November 20, 1974, p. 4.]

Figure ii

Noninflationary Financing
Command Over Output Equats Output

B Quantity
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Quantity I, Quaetity
sIX P, oft

The diagrams it Figures Ii and lit make use of a concept referred to as t budget constraint. For itlestretive
purposes, it is assaned that the ecutnaty produces twa guuds’’X and Via additiea, itis attuned that
thece taints a hudgey, denontitated in waney, which cache employed only tar the purchase of these awe
toads. The price of goad I tines the q000tity at I, plus the price at goad Y times the quatfity at
eqnals the hudget. it nlgebnaic form, the bndget is repeesented by the eupeessiat B Ps-Ox + Pp-Oy.
The point whore the line crosses the harizatiel tcio represents a sitoutiee whore the budget it used

ecctouiosly tar the purchase at goad I that i~.
0
c J’.lho point where the line creates the vertical

out representa complete exhaustion at the hndget for the purchase at sand Y~that is,
0
y

The position tithe hodges line dependa uof and ‘f. Shifts it the budget line, then, are the result at

changes in the lard of the budget tOt, the tenet at prices IPx, Pyt, or both. In the above diagrams, nfl
of the ahitti in the bndgat line are the resalt at chnges in the size of the bndget ~I.

made. It is recognized that Government exists to serve

the pd’oplc and that the people, in turn, collectively

demand services provided by the Government. W’hcn

eli orts to pro\-ide more services lead to expenditures
that exceed Government’s revenues. Government mtist

extend its connntnitl over resources. The means by

which this command is extended is a key’ considera—

tiots in the determination of inflationary pressures.

In the ispper panel of Figure II, individual A de-
sb-es to increase current consumption above that com—
mantled by his current income. Individual A decides
that borrowing is the means by which lie will increase
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his share of available output.5 This is indicated by an
outward shift in consumer A’s current budget con-
straint, or resource command, line. In making such a
decision, individual A relinquishes claims to future
consumption, to repay the loan, for the purpose of
increasing current consumption. Individual B agrees
to act as a lender and furnish the funds. This is in-
dicated by a leftward shift in B’s current budget
constraint line. In so deciding, individual B foregoes
a part of his current consumption for the sake of in-
creasing future consumption. In the process A has
increased his current purchasing power by the same
amount as B has decreased lus current purchasing
power. There is no change in the total command over
available output, only a transfer of command from in-
dividual B to individual A. No inflationary pressures
develop from this process.

This same noninflationary process is observed in the
lower panel of Figure II. Govermnent, for one reason
or another, deems it necessary to increase its com-
Tuand over goods and services, as shown by an out-
ward shift in the Government’s budget constraint line.tt
So long as this task can be accomplished by siphoning
funds from the private sector (a leftward shift in the
private sector’s budget line), no upward pressure on
prices develops. The transfer of purchasing power
from the private sector to the Government takes place
via explicit borrowing or tax increases.

ln.fl.ati.ancn’m, Aci.u.ms

Figure III reveals the source of sustained price level
increases. In this example, Government decides that
money creation is the means by which it will extend
its power to purchase, while the purchasing power of
the private sector is imtiallv unaffected. Imi the United
States the process of money creation takes the follow-
ing form. In order to cover expenditures that exceed
current receipts, the Government attempts to sell
securities to the public-at a fixed price. If the public
is not willing to purchase all of these new securities,
the central bank intervenes in the securities market
and purchases already outstanding Government se-

oAnother aneans by which a consumer can isles-ease hiss ens

sumptioss of goods and services is to accept additional ens—
plnsyment. This alternative is not eosssidered here, however,
because isi the aggregate it involves an increase in outpnt,
violating the issiplicit assassnption of a fixed supply of goonls
and services in the short run,

bloc reasi u Ig (itwent10 Icsit conssnnti nl 0cc-n goods as ml services does
not liecessa rilv ouleali I lsat Govt-rs iiiit-ott grows in size. il oat is,
in terms of the amount of pc’ople it esnploys tin the -assiesont
usf resources it eosssnaasies, Rather, it is possible that the ic—
distnibnstive function of Covc-rnrnent increases; that is, pun—
chasing power is increased for those groups of society xvho
are effective in convisicirsg Goverssnient of their “need

curities from the public. In the process, the central
hank gains an asset, the Government securities, and
creates a liability, the money paid to the private
sector which finances the purchase of the newly issued
Government securities.

In effect this procedure is tantamount to printing
snoney. The Government has more funds available to
spend, while the purchasing power of the private
sector appears to remain unchanged. Based on nom-
inal measures, tIns method is appealing because it

appears that no one is forced to relinquish command
over output for the sake of Government’s gain —

isutially we might conclude that all of us are better
off.

Such, however, is not the case, There has been an
increase in the total command over resources by an
amount equal to the quantity of money created. Since
the quantity demanded now exceeds available supply
at current prices, the economy generates reactions
which tend to restore economic balance. The most
dominant “balance-restoring” reaction is price level
change. This process is indicated in Figure III wInch
shows that increased Government spending under-
written by monetary expansion results in a price level
increase. This, in turn, reduces the private sector’s
purchasing power and restores balance between out-
put and output commanded. If, however, the Govern-
nient maintains the policy of attesupting to satisfy
unlimited xvants by, in effect, “printing money,” a
continuous imbalance betsveen supply-and demand
results and pnce level increases will persist.7

(D(~)STSANT) (:fl\SFNTf TV NCNN (TN

(NAT ..VfTON

In the United States, as well as in many other
countries, price stability has long been regarded as
a desirable goal. For almost a decade, however, this
goal has remained elusive. One reason for its elu-
sive quality has been the promulgation of the belief
that the short-run cost of reducing the rate of inflation
was greater than the cost of allowing inflation to con-
tinue unchecked. Another reason may be a lack of
understanding of the causes and cures of inflation.
Wage and price controls were a dramatic attempt to
lower the rate of price increases while avoiding the

~A Uusvensiaisent—issnhmcenl nleficit is not necessarily the orcly
aneans by which an irssbalanee between supply annl nlesnand
at prevailing prices oecssns, For exaoisple, as noted earlier, if
part of the ps-ivate sector desires more ensrrent consumption,
esilarged loan ntemand will exert upward pressisre on interest
sates. The cesstral hank, in an attessspt to resist this upward
pressure, nsa>’ respnsid by expannling the nation’s money
stipply. In this process, there is sin corresponding redneticsn
in eonsonsptioss in another pant of the private sector,
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temporary costs of transition. As the “control” effort
proceeded, underlying inflationary pressures mounted
as a result of the maintenance of stimulative monetary
and fiscal policies, and economic dislocations devel-
oped. With the realization tisat controls were a failure
and the recognition of the costs of unchecked infla-
tion, a re-evaluation of the inflation-price stability
alternatives has been necessary.

Inflation, at any rate, generates vesy definite effects.
These effects are related to both the transfer of wealth
froni one economic group to another and the alloca-
tion of resources from productive to unproductive
activity. In addition, if the rate of price level increases
is allowed to reach some critical point, there exists
a potential for serious distortions in our system of
economic as well as political organization.

There are a variety of features which distingmsish
one type of inflation from another. An inflation which
proceeds at a relatively steady, and lsence predictable,
pace has one set of effects; an inflation whicls pro-
ceeds by “fits and starts,” and is thus not very pre-
dictable, has another set of effects,8

Holders of mossey lose wealth during a period of
inflation, regardless of the type of inflation. Since
cash balances do not earn interest, they do not rise
as prices rise, Therefore, purchasing posver, or eom-

5
Milton Friedsssass. Dollars atari Deficits: Lieiaig with Americas
Economic Problems (Etsglewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1968), pp. 46-50.

mand over resources, declines for those economic
nanits whose assets are held in money form.

The generalization that inflatiors causes a rechan-
neling of wealth from creditors to debtors is incom-
plete unless accompanied by statements about the
extent to which inflation is correctly anticipated. This
effect of inflation is most easily observed in a situatioms
where the price level changes rather sharply over
relatively short time spans, catching economic units
unprepared.

In such a situation, a transfer of wealth occurs
whesa economic units engage in transactions with a
less than accurate perception of the future rate of
inflation. For instassce, sellers may contract to sell their
goods and ses-vices in the future at prices which in-
corporate an inadequate adjustment for inflation, It
follows that the receipts from the sale of these goods
arid services, when adjusted for the actmial rate of
inflation, svi II riot he sufficient to permit the main-
tenance of the sellefs real standard of living. The
buyer, however, has experienced an increase in real
svealth as the product purchased has appreciated in
price byasa amonnst greater than that anticipated at
the time of contract formation. In effect, there has
been a transfer of wealth from the seller to the buyer.°

°A conseqt lesice of st mcli aol issilatiosm—in dtseenl trani sler of wemilth
assay he a reductios I in people’s wit listgness In lead lcssig terns -

A reduction of lcsng—tersn loans is likely- tns have allocative
elfccts which could reduce economic welfare, For cxasslple,
the fissasteinig of the U, S. hnsisissg irodustay is pa’edic-ated on
long—tersas basis, If average mortgages were reduced to. say,
tesi years, a gi-c-at roast>’ pesspIn’ would fin ml I he enst of home
nwnership prohibitive.

Qeantity
at V

Figara Ill
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In addition, those receiving pensions fixed in amount
or those who maintain their savings in the form of
fixed income assets will find that the purchasing power
of these assets declines also.

In a steady, fully anticipated inflation little wealth
redistribution occurs, except for those whose wealth
is held in the form of money.10 Economic units ex-
pect prices to rise at some average rate and thus
snake a variety of economic arrangements that will
adjtist for the expected price rise. For example, wage
contracts would include escalator clauses or would
he drawn up on the basis of the average rate of in-
flation expected. Interest rates would include a pre-
mium based on the generally expected increase in
the level of prices. As a result of near-perfect antici-
pation of inflation, no particular group would be
forced to transfer wealth to another group because
of the change in the price levelJ~

liesos:.n’cet.’ i.T..i.zfi:t:ion aact :%>c,r,sn)n

This is not to say, however, that the steady inflation
is without costs. As mentioned earlier, inflation of any
magmntude has the effect of making cash balances
(mnoney) ami expensive item to hold. As inflation pro-
ceeds, more and more effort is devoted to keeping
this expense at a minimum. By constantly scrutinizing
one’s cash position, valuable productive time is wasted
and, in general, scarce resources are diverted from
more productive activity to less productive activity
due to the required monitoring of inflation. Otherwise
productive members of the labor force become in-
volved in not only figuring out what the changes in
prices and wages are likely to he, but also in hedging
against those changes.

In the very process of predicting inflation, trasisac-
tions and information costs are likely to increase. For
example, list prices would he difficult to establish
for any length of time. Firaus issuing catalogs contain-
ing thie prices of their products would find it difficult
to continue thus practice. Sales representatives would
he forced to contact head offices for the snost up-to-
date prices. In general, business planning would be
frustrated because it \vould he necessary to constantly
reassess price information. As this sort of activity be-
comes widespread, society in general experiences a
decreased level of output available for consumption.

tlF’njedmass Dollars arari Deficits, p. 47.

slit shos slnl be sint enl, hi swever, that even is i a so Oni nfl a tinsIan’
climate there are always cbastgcs iso relatice prices taking
p!acd-. Associate-nb with such relative price changes arc
transfers of wealth frons nile group to another.

Pot cttiat Co;c’f:’ .SCi’iai,.,i’c ~

As the recently recorded rates of inflation ap-
proached asid exceeded 10 percent, pubhc concern
about inflation intensified. In fact, several spokesmen,
both within and outside of Government, have painted
a very gloomy picture of our future in the event that
inflation is not brought under control. According to
this view, disruptive forces, inherent in an advanced
inflationary process, may- surface anal catmsc serious
distortions in otir economic system. Stsch distortions
could becomne severe enough to ultimately result in
strong desires to change our institutions.

In all economies with organized markets, at least
one commodity evolves as universally acceptable in
exchange for all other commodities. “Money” is the
comnmodity which serves this purpose. Money also
provides services as a store of purchasing power and
as a unit of account for recording relative values.h2

Dttrissg periods of inflation all of these services from
money are diminished. Its function as a store of pur-
chasing power declines, its credibility as a unit of
account suffers, and its reliability as a medium of
exchange is subject to greater uncertainty. As these
services continue to erode as a result of accelerating
inflation, there is a tendency for economnic units to
restructure their portfolios of real and financial assets.
The restructuring takes the forsn of an attesnpt to
reduce holdings of money and to increase holdings of
other assets.

At some point in the inflationary process, referred
to as the inflation threshhold, it is generally believed
that this sort of activity reaches epidemic propor-
tioros -and proceeds at a very rapid pace. Such a re-
action could be triggered by the recognition that the
cost of holding money, especially that cost related to
declining purchasissg power, is so great that wide-
spread divestment of suoney by’ individuals is pur-
sued. Society as a whole, hosvever, is not able to divest
itself of the available stock of mnoney; it can only
circulate the existing stock of money at a faster rate,
As a consequence, inflation changes from a canter to
a gallop, being spurred by chassges in the velocity of
snoney circulation, cosnpletcly’ innlcpctmdenat of cur-
rent monetary policy actions,

If inflation were to proceed to such an extent that
money, as customarily defined, sao longer serves as a
medium of exchange, another commodity or commodi-

°Fos a tb -nsretical discussion of the services nsf money, see
Karl Bo-sssssser amid Allcno 11. Meltzer, “The Uses of Money:
Money inn the Theory of an Exchauge Economy,” The
American Ecoraomic Reciew (IJecenlber 1971), pp. 784-805.
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ties would emerge as money. Initially, however, it is
not likely that any other single commodity would he
accepted as a means for conducting transactions. A
single commodity may evesitually emerge to serve as
money or what is more likely, a new fonn of currency
would be introduced. During the transition, however,
barter would probably become time common mode of
transacting. Timis, then, is what is meant by serious
economic distortion — barter (that is, goods and
services being directly exchanged for other goods
and services) becomes the dominant method of cx-
change. It is the consequence of a pes’iod of runaway
inflation.

t/tt~~Iittd .%ND C(IN(II::.L1iSIO.N

This article defined inflation as a continuing rise in
the average level of prices. The cause of inflation
was identified as the accommodation of unlimited
wants through excessive monetary expansion. The costs
of inflation include: a less than optimal resource use;
an arbitrary redistribution of income in the case where
inflation is less than perfectly anticipated; and to the
extent that inflation is permitted to accelerate, the
eventual occurrence of severe disruptions in onr eco-
nomic system,

In evaluating the inflation-price stability alterna-
tives, a great deal of attention has beesi focused on

the costs of achieving price stability. Often ignored,
however, is time recognition that these costs are of a
short—term nature; that is, nleclines in production and
increases in unemployment occur during the period of
adjustment to a lower rate of inflation.

In an apparent willingness to accept these costs,
society’ may demand the initiation of an anti—inflation
policy. ilowever, once the short-term costs associated
with such a policy snanifest themselves and inflation
appears to remain unaffected, society may demand a
hasty policy reversal. Failure to recognize the long
lags associated with the initiation of an anti-inflation
pohicy and the expected results of that policy results
in short-run costs being incurred while the long-run
benefits-are not given sufficient time to materialize.

One can only hope that both the short- and long—
run aspects of an anti-inflation policy will continue
to he discussed, If attention is Focused only on the
short—term costs of renlucing inflation, public senti-
ment toward the achievement of this goal might
weaken. In such a case a high and accelerating rate
of inflation is likely to plague the economy for many
years to come. If, however, concern about the long-
term effects of acceleratimig inflation remains strong,
then the adoption anni continuation of a detesmined
anti-inflation policy snay eventually’ smscceed.

N
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